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Design
Create a better experience for all.

Build

Precise factory-made modules enable better
asset management, optimizing your investment.

Install

Product arrives at the jobsite pre-made and ready
for installation, helping you stay operable during
renovations and open faster in new construction.

StudioCraft has the expertise to create nearly any architectural or
furniture solution to meet your needs. We deliver the exact designs
you desire with our custom multi-material fabrication capabilities.

Need a non-standard furniture solution?
StudioCraft will meet you where you are in the design process.

616.940.0563

Capability Spotlight: Custom Screens
Explore StudioCraft’s Expansive Portfolio
of Screen Solutions for Office, Healthcare, and More
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How We Can Help
For clients in need of versatile screens for their offices, healthcare facilities, and
more, StudioCraft manufactures solutions for the following applications:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Space division
Physical separation
Security
Visual and acoustic privacy
Modesty
Social distancing
Tackability
Dry-erase
Intriguing design element

What We Build
Our skilled craftspeople can create screens of any size in acrylic, glass,
decorative glass, 3form, fabric, and laminate. All screens we produce can be
framed or unframed to match manufacturers’ finishes and design details, and
in any dimensions.
Whether a client requires screens that are straight or curved, connected to
form L- and U-shaped applications, attached or free standing, or pass-through,
we can create a custom solution to suit any need. Installation for all screens
we produce is efficient, tool free, and with no visible fasteners—no matter if
they’re being mounted to a wall, panel, worksurface, or in a channel.
Screens from StudioCraft can enhance the functionality of furniture and the
overall versatility of a space. Mounted under worksurfaces, they act as modesty
panels or create a more defined desk unit. Above worksurfaces, screens can line
the back to separate workstations. Or to separate a long run of worksurfaces,
they can be positioned front to back.
For customers looking to enhance the aesthetics of their facility or make a
bold brand statement, a multi-functional, custom gallery panel can both define
space and add a unique look. They can also serve as an art element and aid
with wayfinding.

616.940.0563
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How Clients Benefit
StudioCraft offers more choices—more screen applications, more screen
material choices, more finishes, and more sizes than any other manufacturer.

616.940.0563

Service Employees International Union
To enhance productivity for employees, we made freestanding and worksurface
space dividers in fabric.

Professional Athletic League
StudioCraft created gallery panels made from repurposed court material.
These screens provided wayfinding and reinforced the league’s brand.

Citibank
We built custom screens to add bright bursts of color to this workspace.

About StudioCraft
StudioCraft’s team of educated
craftspeople—most with degrees in
furniture design or fine arts—respect
the details. Our track record of
custom work demonstrates purposeful
design, professional engineering,
and precise manufacturing, all of
which results in exceptional products
backed by impeccable service.

StudioCraft
5265 Kellogg Woods Dr SE, Suite B
Kentwood, MI 49548
hello@studiocraft.com
@studiocraftcorp

